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? 1? ?? 3
Fig. 1.1 Laparoscopic surgery.
Fig. 1.2 Single-incision laparoscopic surgery.
? 1? ?? 4
Fig. 1.3 Comparison of cosmetic advantage. (a) Open surgery. (b) Laparoscopic
surgery. (c) Single-incision laparoscopic surgery.
1.2 ???????????????
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Fig. 1.6 Process of creating virtual incisions. (a) Laparoscopic surgery. (b) SILS.
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Fig. 2.1 System overview.
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Table 2.1 Specication of the magnetic sensor.
Model number 3d-guidance
Measurement area 91.9  91.9  46.0 (cm)
Measurement accuracy 0.15 mm, 0.088?
Maximum number of
simultaneous measurement 4
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Fig. 2.5 Link diagram of ZEUS robotic arm.
Table 2.2 DOF and range of motion of ZEUS robotic arm.
Name Direction Type Range of Motion
Joint1 Up/Down Active 38 cm
Joint2(Shoulder) Horizontal Rotation Active 315 deg
Joint3(Elbow) Horizontal Rotation Active 282 deg
Joint4 Axis Rotation Passive 270 deg
Joint5 Holder Rotation Passive 180 deg
Joint6 Holder Axis Rotation Active 360 deg
Joint7 Elbow Down Fixed 90 deg
? 2? ??????????????????????? 20
Fig. 2.6 Slave robot overview.
? 2? ??????????????????????? 21
Fig. 2.7 Bending-type surgical instrument. (a) Instrument overview. (b) Root
part of the instrument. (c) Tip part of the instrument. (d) Control
board.
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(0 <  < ) (2.1)
Fig. 2.12????????????????????????a??????
???????????? ex0????????a????? ex0???????
???????????????????????? a????? ex0 ????
????? 0??????????????????????????????
?????????o  x0y0z0???????????????????x0???
??? ex0???????z0?????? a? ex0??????????y0?? z0




ja ex0 j (2.2)
ey0 = ez0  ex0 (2.3)
Fig. 2.13???????(x0   y0)???????????? (xa; ya) ????
??????????????
xa =  a  ex0 (2.4)
ya =  a  ey0 (2.5)
? 2? ??????????????????????? 24
Fig. 2.9 Signal ow diagram.
???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? (xr; yr)?(ur; vr)???????????
???????????
xr() =  r() sin  (2.6)
yr() = r()(1  cos ) (2.7)
ur() =   cos  (2.8)
vr() = sin  (2.9)
?????????????? (xr; yr)???????? (ur; vr)??????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????? (xa   xr; ya   yr)??????? (ur; vr)??????
????
? 2? ??????????????????????? 25
Fig. 2.10 6-DOF information of the exing instrument.
distance() = j(ya   yr())ur()   (xa   xr())vr()j (2.10)
???????????????????????????????????
???? (xa   xr; ya   yr)??????? (ur; vr)???? 0?????????
???????????????????????
(xa   xr ; ya   yr())(ur() ; vr())T > 0 (2.11)




xrex0 + yrey0 + a (2.12)
???????????????1?2??????????????l????
?????????3???????? ez0 ???????????????5?
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Fig. 2.12 Coordinate system of the exing instrument.
Fig. 2.13 Method of estimation.
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Fig. 2.14 Four operating conditions.



























































??????????? Fig. 2.18??????? A?????2.56  0.22 sec
?m-m??3.08  0.37 sec?s-s??3.94  0.36 sec?m-s??3.93  0.32 sec?m-b??
???B?????2.26  0.23 sec?m-m??2.45  1.23 sec?s-s??2.89  0.23
sec?m-s??5.29  0.64 sec?m-b?????C?????3.28  0.27 sec?m-m??
3.07  0.35 sec?s-s??4.41  0.37 sec?m-s??3.87  0.26 sec?m-b??????
? 2? ??????????????????????? 32
Fig. 2.15 Simulation experiment 1. (a) Manipulation on the master side. (b)
Virtual image on the slave side.
? 2? ??????????????????????? 33
Fig. 2.16 Tasks in experiment 1. (a) Object-moving task in a multiple-incision
case. (b) Object-moving task in a single-incision case.
Fig. 2.17 Learning coecient in simulation experiment 1.
? 2? ??????????????????????? 34
Fig. 2.18 Average time and standard deviation in simulation experiment 1.


























































































Table 2.3 Surgical experience of the subject D in simulation experiment 2.
Experience Experience Experience in laparoscopic Experience in SILS
(years) (number of cases) surgery (number of cases) (number of cases)
11 600 50 0
? 2? ??????????????????????? 38
Fig. 2.19 Simulation experiment 2. (a) Manipulation on the master side. (b)
Virtual image on the slave side.
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Fig. 2.20 Tasks in experiment 2. (a) Object-moving task in a multiple-incision
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Fig. 2.21 Learning coecient in simulation experiment 2.
????????????????????????????????????
??????????? Fig. 2.22??????? A?????3.73  0.41 sec
?m-m??3.85  0.60 sec?s-s??3.56  0.50 sec?m-s??2.46  0.20 sec?m-b??
???B?????2.72  0.30 sec?m-m??3.32  0.30 sec?s-s??3.33  0.30
sec?m-s??2.74  0.26 sec?m-b?????C?????3.65  0.71 sec?m-m??
4.26  0.95 sec?s-s??4.4  0.53 sec?m-s??3.69  0.41 sec?m-b?????D
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Table 2.4 Surgical experience of surgeons in simulation experiment 3.
Surgeon Experience Experience Experience in Experience in SILS
ID (years) (number of cases) laparoscopic surgery (number of cases)
(number of cases)
550
E 7 ?Surgeon?300? Surgeon: 50 0
F 7 300-400 100 10
Surgeon?10
G 8 900 Assistant?100 Assistant?20
Surgeon?150 Surgeon?20
H 9 Assistant?450 Assistant?60 Assistant?10
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??. ???????? 1?????????251  61 sec?m-m??310  52 sec
?s-s??284  35 sec?m-s??247  67 sec?m-b?????????? 2???182
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????????????????????????????????????
?????????Fig. 3.1?b?????
Fig. 3.1 Comparison with SILS and proposed system in terms of (i) setup situ-
ation and (ii) a laparoscopic view. (a) Proposed SILS. (b) Conventional
SILS.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 56
Fig. 3.2 Setup process of proposed master-slave robot system. (i) Make a single
incision. (ii) Insert a laparoscope and a slave robot. (iii) Expand the
slave robot. (iv) Place the master device above the patient's abdominal
wall.
Fig. 3.3 Real proposed SILS setup.
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Table 3.1 Specication of motors.
Motor ID 1 2
Motor Type RE25 RE25
Nominal Voltage 24 V 24V
Maximum Allowable Rotation Number 14000 rpm 14000 rpm
Maximum Continuous Current 1.5 A 1.5 A
Maximum Continuous Torque 30.4 mNm 30.4 mNm
Gear Type GP26A GP26A
Gear Ratio 71 181
Recommended Input Ratation Number 8000 rpm 8000 rpm
Intended purpose Roll, OC Pitch, Yaw, Insertion
? 3? ??????????????????????? 61
Fig. 3.5 Slave conguration. (a) Slave overview. (b) State change.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 62
Fig. 3.6 Slave dimension. (a) Straight state. (b) Flexing state.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 63
Fig. 3.7 Slave mechanism of (a) state change, (b) spherical motion, and (c) axial
rotation.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 64
Fig. 3.8 Slave mechanism of (a) insertion and (b) opening-closing.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 65
Fig. 3.9 Drive part. (a) Top view. (b) Side view. (c) Front view.
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Fig. 3.10 Motor controller.
































????Polaris?NDI Inc.??????Fig. 3.12?a?????Polaris? 3???
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????Polaris
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Table 3.2 Specication of the Polaris.
Model number Polaris Accedo system
Measurement area Max: 1350 mm ? 1566 mm ? 1312 mm
Measurement accuracy 0.25 mm RMS (Pyramid Volume)
Maximum number of
simultaneous measurement 15
Measurement rate 60 Hz
? 3? ??????????????????????? 69
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Fig. 3.17 Measurement method of an insertion length. (a) Contraction. (b)
Extension.
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Fig. 3.18 Method of operation. (a) Rotation around x axis. (b) Rotation around
y axis. (c) Rotation around z axis. (d) Rotation around z axis with 30
deg inclined angle. (e) Insertion along z axis.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 76
Fig. 3.19 Angle change around x axis in Experiment 1.
Fig. 3.20 Angle change around y axis in Experiment 2.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 77
Fig. 3.21 Angle change around z axis in Experiment 3.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 78
Fig. 3.22 Angle change around x, y, and z axis in Experiment 4.
? 3? ??????????????????????? 79
Fig. 3.23 Angle change of hand opening-closing in Experiment 5.
Fig. 3.24 Length change of the master device in Experiment 6.
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Fig. 3.25 Angle change around x, y, and z axis in Experiment 7.
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Fig. 3.26 Length change of the master device in Experiment 7.
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????????????????????
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Fig. 3.27 Experiment overview of slave check.
Fig. 3.28 Pitch movement of slave check.
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Fig. 3.29 Yaw movement of slave check.
Fig. 3.30 Insertion movement of slave check.
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Fig. 3.31 System setup. (a) Experience overview. (b) Side view. (c) Object-
moving task.
Table 3.3 Surgical experience of surgeons in basic experiment.
Surgeon Experience Experience Experience in Experience in SILS
ID (years) (number of cases) laparoscopic surgery (number of cases)
(number of cases)
A 6 582 100 2
B 7 255 50 5
C 8 450 30 0
? 3? ??????????????????????? 87
3.5.2 ????
???????????????????????????????????
Fig. 3.32?a??????????A????11.65  14.97 sec?SILS ?????
21.64  33.85 sec?SILS ??????7.03  2.49 sec??? SILS????????
B??????6.82  4.51 sec ?SILS ?????13.82  29.40 sec?SILS ???
???8.48  3.58 sec??? SILS????C??????10.04  5.07 sec?SILS




???3??SILS ?????9??SILS ??????1???? SILS????C?
???1??SILS ?????18??SILS ??????0???? SILS??????
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9.50  9.70 sec?SILS ?????22.25  33.57 sec?SILS ??????7.23  2.87
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Fig. 3.32 Average switching time and number of collisions in basic experiment.
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Fig. 3.33 Laparoscopic views on three operating conditions. (a) Conventional
SILS (cross). (b) Conventional SILS (parallel). (c) Our proposed SILS.
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Fig. 3.34 Ex vivo cholecystectomy using our proposed system. (a) Experiment
overview. (b) System setup. (c) Side view of the master-slave system.
(d) Laparoscopic view when the slave robot was grasping a gallbladder.
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